4 DAYS PUERTO PRINCESA TOUR PACKAGE
Valid Till: March 2017
NET RATE PER PERSON IN SINGAPORE DOLLARS:
Minimum of 2 persons
Aziza Paradise Hotel
1/2 TWN Sharing - SGD 306.00
SGL Supp (add) - SGD 211.00
Best Western Plus The Ivywall Hotel (new hotel)
1/2 TWN Sharing - SGD 294.00
SGL Supp (add) - SGD 199.00
Canvas Boutique Hotel (new hotel)
1/2 TWN Sharing - SGD 279329.00
SGL Supp (add) - SGD 234.00
Legend Palawan
1/2 TWN Sharing - SGD 306.00
SGL Supp (add) - SGD 211.00
One Manalo (new hotel)
1/2 TWN Sharing - SGD 283.00
SGL Supp (add) - SGD 187.00
Microtel Palawan
1/2 TWN Sharing - SGD 294.00
SGL Supp (add) - SGD 199.00
INCLUSION:
* Roundtrip airport transfers by hotel shuttle service
* Underground River Cruise with lunch
* 3 nights accommodation at hotel choice
* Daily breakfast in the hotel
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ITINERARY

DAY 01 (L)

Arrive Puerto Princesa
Meet and transfer by hotel car
Lunch in a local restaurant
Afternoon - PRINCESA CITY TOUR
Places to see for City Tour:
Immaculate Conception Cathedral
Bay Walk
Plaza Cuartel
Crocodile Fam
Iwahig Prison & Penal Farm
Bakers Hill
Mitras Ranch
Binuatan Creation
Overnight - choice of hotel

DAY 02 (B/L)

Breakfast in the hotel
Morning - UNDERGROUND RIVER CRUISE WITH LUNCH
The Puerto Princesa Subterranean River National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, features
a spectacular limestone karst landscape with its underground river. A distinguishing feature of
the river is that it flows directly into the sea, and the lower portion of the river is subject to tidal
influences. The area also represents a significant habitat for biodiversity conservation. The site
contains a full mountain to the sea ecosystem and protects forests, which are among the most
significant in Asia. Its 2 hours drive from the City proper to Sabang, 30 minutes ride a motor
Banca to the Park of Subterranean River National Park. 45 minutes ride a paddle boat for
sightseeing inside the cave, to see the stalactite & stalagmite
Rest of the day at leisure
Overnight - choice of hotel

DAY 03 (B/L)

Breakfast in the hotel
Morning - HONDA BAY ISLAND HOPPING TOUR WITH LUNCH

Just a few minutes north of the city proper, hop onto a boat and go island hopping at
the emerald waters of Honda Bay. Take your pick from several islands, each offering
different excitements. Marvel at colorful tropical reef fishes and corals as you snorkel
at Snake Island, a long sandbar that slithers on the surface of the sea, much like the
critter hat bears its name. Go beachcombing with your kids for great family bonding at
Starfish Island, you’ll have fun finding what else but starfish in varied sizes and colors,
and other aquatic life forms. “Lu-li” a short term for “Lulubog-Lilitaw” is a tiny islet that
is visible at ebb tide but disappear under water during high tide. A
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diving board here invites the acrobatic for a plunge into the depths of
the pristine blue sea. Lovely Pandan Island has a good reefs near small drop offs, a good
site for diving and snorkeling.
Rest of the day at leisure
Overnight - choice of hotel

DAY 04 (B)

Breakfast in the hotel
At leisure until departure
Transfer to airport
Depart Puerto Princesa by plane
(IT-221116)
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